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A spatial evaluation of global 
wildfire-water risks to human 

and natural systems

Results:  

 Our work highlights the importance of
addressing wildfire-induced risks in the
development of water security policies.

 The geographic differences in the
components of the overall risk could help
adapting those policies to different regional
contexts.

 Severe wildfires may endanger the water
supply of human and natural communities.

 Beyond post-fire hazards, potential impacts
and resilience capacities drive the global
wildfire-water risk.
Wildfire risk to water security can occur
globally but may be particularly acute in
water-insecure countries.
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Background & Management Issues:  
Safeguarding water use for human activities 
and ecosystems is required for sustainable 
development; however, no global 
assessment of wildfire risks on water supply 
is currently available. Here, we provide the 
first global evaluation of wildfire risks to 
water security, in the form of a spatially 
explicit index.
Project Description: We adapted the 
Driving forces-Pressure-State-Impact-
Response risk analysis framework to select 
a comprehensive set of indicators of fire 
activity and water availability, which we then 
aggregated to a single index of wildfire-
water risk using a simple additive weighted 
model. Our results show that water security 
in many regions of the world is potentially 
vulnerable, regardless of socioeconomic 
status. However, in developing countries, a 
critical component of the risk is the lack of 
socio-economic capability to respond to 
disasters.
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Management Implications: 
❖ Understanding why some users don’t practice low-impact techniques will improve efforts to change

visitor behavior.
❖ The assumption that non-complying users simply don’t know about low-impact techniques is not

always correct. A wide range of factors influence noncompliance with low-impact techniques.
❖ Persuasive strategies to change behavior will be more effective if those strategies are developed in

response to the specific factors that limit compliance. For example, if correct interpretation of the
situation seems to be problematic, managers could emphasize educational efforts focusing on
correctly reading the environment.

❖ Minimizing ambiguity in communicating low-impact recommendations increases the chance that
users will feel social pressure to comply with low-impact techniques.
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